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Abstract

This prospective cross-sectional study is to assess the Anti-Mullerian hormone variation throughout the menstrual
cycle in the number of women suffering from subfertility and attending the Basrah Fertility Center at Basrah Maternity and Children Hospital.
This study was conducted at Basrah Maternity and Children Hospital (Basrah city, south of Iraq) during the period from February 2019 to July 2020.The participants had not used combined oral contraceptive (COC) or being
pregnant or breastfeeding for at least 2 months before the study cycle; midcycle was identified by subtracting 14
days from the mean cycle length. Fifty participants were included in this study; they were assessed using specially
designed questionnaire. From each attendance 3 blood samples were taken for Anti-mullerian measurment, the
first at the early follicular phase, the second one at the midcycle, and the third at the mid-luteal phase of the menstrual cycle.
Of our fifty participants, 64% were from the age group (20-29) year and 36% were from the age group (30-40)
year.4% were underweight,40% were normal weight,32% were overweight and 24% were obese.62% were complaining of primary subfertility and 38% were with secondary subfertility.26% were employed, and 74% were housewives. There were statistically significant differences between AMH1 (early follicular phase) and AMH2 (midcycle)
(p-value 0.0001) and between AMH2 and AMH3 (mid-luteal phase) (p-value 0.004), whereas there was no statistically significant difference between AMH1 and AMH3.
In conclusion, there is a significant intracyclic variation in the level of AMH and which tend to be lower at the midcycle phase.
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have been examined to reflect the gonadal reserve
of infertile women, but none of them reflect the
complex follicular dynamics or robustly correlated with the size and quality of primordial follicles
remaining in the ovaries per wave of follicular
growth. In other words, those tests do not ideally reflect the pool of un recruited follicles, which
may be responsible for thecontinuity of ovulatory
cycles and, therefore, for the long term reproductive potential 3.
The clinical markers include age 4: Endocrine
markers include Follicle-Stimulating Hormone,
early follicular phase (basal) FSH is the most studied and used endocrine test in determining ovarian reserve 5. Other endocrines markers including
serum inhibin B; women with a low day three inhibin B concentration (<45 pg/ml) have an inadequate response to superovulation for IVF. They
are less likely to conceive a clinical pregnancy 6.

Introduction
nfertility represents the inability to conceive
naturally in one year of regular unprotected intercourse. Mostly, infertility is a sort of subfertility
in which 1 in 7 couples need specialist help to get
pregnant. Subfertility either primary or secondary.
Primary subfertility is a delay for a couple who
have had no previous pregnancies; and secondary subfertility is a delay for a couple who have
conceived previously, although the pregnancy may
not have been successful, for example, miscarriage
and ectopic pregnancy 1.
OVARIAN RESERVE: According to the increasing demands of assisted reproduction technologies
(ART), due to the modern trends of maternity adjournment, the evaluation of functional ovarian reserve has arisen in an attempt to advise interested
couples 2. Serum and ultrasonographic markers
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Other marker included is Basal estradiol (E2) levels which may provide additional useful information for the evaluation of ovarian reserve 7.
Anti-Mullerian hormone (AMH) is a dimeric glycoprotein exclusively produced by granulosa cells
of preantral (primary and secondary) and small antral follicles (AFs) in the ovary. The production of
AMH starts following the follicular transition from
the primordial to the primary stage, and it continues until the follicles reach the antral stages, with
diameters of 2-6 mm 8-9. The number of small AFs
is related to the size of the primordial follicle pool.
With the decrease in the number of AFs with age,
AMH production appears to diminish and become
undetectable at and after menopause. 10 AMH
levels robustly correlate with basal antral follicle
count (AFC) measured by transvaginal ultrasonography 11. Various threshold values, 0.2–1.26 ng/ml,
have been used to identify poor responders with
80–87% sensitivity and 64–93% specificity 12-13.
AMH is known to have an inhibitory effect on the
pool of primordial follicles, acting on pregranulosa cells in order to limit the number of recruitable
follicular units and, later, as a decisive factor in
permitting the FSH-dependent growth of ovarian
follicles 14-15. At this moment, poor response can
be associated with AMH serum levels<1 ng/mL,
normal response with levels from 1to 4 ng/mL,
and high response with levels>4ng/ml 16-20.
A high dispute about whether AMH significantly
varies or not throughout the menstrual cycle. Old
studies have suggested that serum AMH levels not
fluctuate much throughout the menstrual cycle, as
would be expected from the evidence that AMH
is not secreted by the dominant follicular corpus
luteum 21-22.
Two recognizable types of variability should be
considered: the inter-individual and the intraindividual variability. The inter-individual variability
of AMH refers to variations in AMH levels between different subjects and is first of all secondary to very high variability in the number of growing follicles within groups of women of similar
age 23-24.
A very recent study found that serum AMH levels
markedly lower in the luteal than follicular phase
with a variation pattern similar to pituitary FSH,
and the intraindividual variance of AMH was as
high as 80% 25.
It may be accomplished that in patients with low

ovarian reserve (usually aged women), AMH fluctuations haves little clinical relevance. In contrast,
in young patients with usually high ovarian reserve, fluctuations of AMH might indeed impact
on the preferential capability of diagnostic and
predictive tests, respectively 26.
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Patients & Methods
This prospective cross-sectional study was conducted at Basrah Fertility Center / Basrah hospital
for Maternity and Children (Basrah city, south of
Iraq) between February 2019 to July 2020. Women
in a range of age (20–40) year old with subfertility
background were all included.
The participants had not used COC or being pregnant or breastfeeding for at least 2 months before
the study cycle; midcycle were identified by subtracting 14 days from the mean cycle length. The
participants accomplished a specially designed
written questionnaire, including:name ,age which
divides the participants into two groups (20-29
year and 30-40 year)BMI which divided into four
groups (underweight, normal weight, overweight
and obese) ,Occupation , subfertility history (primary, secondary), Previous pelvic surgeries, History of PCOS, Smoking .
The exclusion criteria include (family history of
premature menopause, childhood mumps infection, history of chronic disease, drug history, and
previous pelvic radiation).They were informed
about the method, blood sampling processing, and
objectives of the study, and a verbal consents were
obtained from them.
Statistical analysis: Analysis of the data was done
using the statistical packages for social sciences
(SPSS) version 23. Data were presented as numbers and percentages for nonparametric variables.
Comparisons between variables and AMH hormone variability throughout the menstrual cycle
were performed by cross tab using the chi-square
test. The bivariate Odds Ratio (OR) and chi-square
test were used to examine the association between
variables and AMH variation; in all cases P. value
<0.05 was considered to be significant.
Results
After analysis of the data available the following
results were found:
Table (1) shows the demographic characters of patients under study.64% of them were from the age
31
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group (20-29)year. 36% were from the age group
(30-40)year.4% wereunderweight,40% were normal weight,32% were overweight and 24% were

obese.62% were complaining of primary subfertility, and 38% were with secondary subfertility.26%
were employed, and 74% were housewives.

Table 1: Demographic characters of patient understudy
Character
Age

BMI

Infertility
Occupation
PCOS

Number

Percentage

20-29

32

64

30-40

18

36

Under

2

4

Normal

20

40

Over

12

32

Obese

16

24

Primary

31

62

Secondary

19

38

Employed

13

26

Housewife

37

74

abcsent

32

64

present

18

36

Table 2: Level of AMH according to phases of the menstrual cycle
Cycle phase

Mean

St.deveation

No.

AMH 1
Early follicilar

3.4668

1.46351

50

AMH 2
Midcycle

2.2894

1.06098

50

AMH3
midluteal

3.4938

1.23314

50

P value for high AMH level

P-VALUE
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AMH1
VS
AMH2

AMH1
VS
AMH3

AMH2
VS
AMH3

0.0001

1.000

0.004
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*The mean difference is significant at the 0.05
level.
This table shows that there are statistically significant differences between AMH1 and AMH2

(p-value 0.0001) and between AMH2 and AMH3
(p-value 0.004) whereas there is no statistically
significant difference between AMH1 and AMH3.

Table 3: The effect of patients’ AMH level on intracycle AMH variation
Patients'
AMH level

AMH1 Mean /SD AMH2 Mean/SD

AMH3 Mean/SD

Low AMH

0.634/0.3990989

0.354/0.403026

0.82/0.4658325

Normal AMH

3.44/1.0439317

2.86/1.068330

3.26/1.0560717

High AMH

5.66/0.861519

3.84/0.411401

5.86/0.9029915

P value for high AMH level

P-VALUE

AMH1
VS
AMH2

AMH1
VS
AMH3

AMH2
VS
AMH3

0.0001

0.258

0.001

p-value for normal AMH level

P-VALUE

AMH1
VS
AMH2

AMH1
VS
AMH3

AMH2
VS
AMH3

0.0069

0.3912

0.0597

p-value for Low AMH level

P-VALUE
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AMH1
VS
AMH2

AMH1
VS
AMH3

AMH2
VS
AMH3

0.0006

0.0282

0.0001
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This table shows the intracycle variation in the
mean AMH level in a patient with low, normal,
and high AMH. In a patient with low mean AMH
value, the highest AMH value was at the mid-luteal
phase, and the lowest was at the midcycle. The differences between these 3 values were statistically
significant.
In a patient with a normal AMH level, the highest mean AMH value was at the early follicular
phase, and the lowest was at the midcycle phase.
The difference between AMH1 and AMH2 was
statistically significant.
In a patient with a high AMH level, the highest
mean AMH value was at the mid-luteal phase, and
the lowest level was at the midcycle phase. The differences between AMH1 and AMH2 and between
AMH2 and AMH3 was statistically significant.
Discussion
Compare to other ovarian reserve tests like FSH,
AMH is thought, to have little variation throughout the menstrual cycle 13, 27, 28 ; that is why it can
be used to assess ovarian reserve at any day of the
cycle. However, in practice, we observed different
AMH levels at different phases of the menstrual
cycle during the management of patients presented
for subfertility treatment.
Several factors were thought to be the cause of
these variations, different machines, different laboratory techniques, sample preparation, and sample
storage before analysis is among the factors that
could alter the AMH level.In this study, 50 women were enrolled; all were attending the infertility center after spontaneous menstruation with no
preceding hormonal therapy for the last 2 months.
Samples were collected using a serum tube with
gel separation to separate serum from cells, and
samples were stored at 4ᵒ c as this will provide reliable stability over more than 5 days 29.
These samples were analyzed using the same
machine (minivans) and laboratory technique in
patches every 5 days; all the above measures were
taken to minimize technical effects on AMH measurement.
In this study, it was found that the higher level of
AMH was at the early follicular phase(day 2-3 of
the cycle). The lowest values were at the midcycle
(day 12-16), which is the probable time of ovulation, and the AMH level increase again at the midluteal phase(day 19-25 of the cycle). The reduction
Basrah Journal of Surgery
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in the midcycle AMH values was statistically significant compare to the early follicular phase and
mid-luteal phase values. This finding is similar to
that reported by Hadlow et al. 30-31 who investigated the variability of AMH concentrations in infertile women with an adequate ovarian reserve pattern. In that study, 82 blood samples were collected
from a total 12 women to assess AMH variability.
In line with our results, the mean AMH levels were
significantly reduced in the luteal compared to the
follicular phase.Wunder et al. and Cook et al 3233 documented significant rises in the late follicular and preovulatory phases compared with lower
levels after ovulation or in the early luteal phase.
Hehenkamp et al. 34 reported a possible periovulatory rise in some younger patients with AMH levels.This pattern has been suggested to reflect the
role of AMH in follicular growth i.e. AMH only
reflects the growing follicle pole that is responsive
to gonadotropins 34.
Regarding the effect of patient AMH level on
intracycle variation in AMH level, the variations
were noted in a patient with low, normal, and highAMH with the lowest level at the midcycle phase.
The differences were statistically significant in all
patients.
In Sowers’s study 35, who described 2 menstrual
patterns, the aging ovary (low AMH level) pattern
had little intracycle AMH variation, in contrast to
the younger ovary pattern in which women had
higher AMH levels with significant variation during the menstrual cycle.
Conclusion
We concluded that there is a significant intracyclic variation in the level of AMH with the lowest
value at the midcycle phase.
Recommendation
As our study involving 50 infertile, we recommended that a larger study involving a larger sample size should be done in the future. The study
should involve the comparison of different menstrual cycle phases AMH level to the patient response to stimulation to know which one is more
representative to the true ovarian reserve. Also, we
recommend including women with subfertility and
normal fertility history to be included in a future
study.
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